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I've followed Frank Sidebottom from his surreal infancy on Granada TV and his cartoon
adventures in print (Frank's Fantastic Oink! Page) to his recent revival on Channel M.

Following the passing of his creator Chris Sievey earlier this year, Timperley's silliest export is
now the subject of a comprehensive exhibition at Salford University. I visited the show carrying
the whole weight of my Frank fandom: this was either going to be, as Frank would have it,
bobbins or fantastic.

  

Frankophilia! is a labour of love for the university's art officer Suzanne Smith. Dozens of people
have submitted a dazzling array of Frank artefacts, including portraits, models, photographs and
some items that are so unusual, they're going to need more explanation in the paragraphs
below. It is a room full of obsession with a man in a pretend head.
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So what's there? Heads. Lots of heads. It's as if some kind of grotesque ancient Amazonian
ritual has taken place in papier mâché form. This is not a subtle display, and because it is an
exhibition about someone who has died, it may jar.

A model of the man greets you on entry and it's hard not flinch with the thought that he's back
from the dead. Seeing the awkward way the model sits on the chair, with his fat tie, cardboard
arms and puffed-out chest, it's hard not to feel either grieved or aggrieved. 

It brought to mind the same feelings I had at Frank's memorial in Castlefield when the
organisers stamped on Little Frank's head so he could join his big brother in heaven. It's
tasteless... but it's funny... and it's somehow uniquely Frank.

On first glance, you know this will be no ordinary exhibition. I'd recommend visitors skim round
the exhibits once, give yourself a ten minute break, then start digging deeper because among
the madness, there is sweetness to be found.
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You'll notice the more professional pieces, such as Emily Gilhooley's film tributes (Frank 007,
The Frankfather) and portraits by Kev Grey and Accent UK contributor David Baillie. An artist
called Stewey offers his own thumbs-aloft Banksy Frank, which I wish he'd signed “Franksy”.

There's a sofa and telly, of course, playing a live show. At the exhibition launch, two of Chris
Sievey's friends watched the screen, laughing warmly at their memories of the performer.

But it's the delightfully shambolic range of home-made pieces that offer the best insight into the
character's cult status.

Sitting on its own plinth, almost apologetic in its smallness, is a birthday card from someone's
grandmother with a glorious Frank's World picture on the front. At the other end of the size
scale, three Guy Fawkes dummies with increasingly-Picassoed Frank faces offer suggestions of
cold firework nights in a Timperley park.

A tiny papier mâché head was gifted by a nine-year old Jasmine Woods to a somewhat
nonplussed mum. When it's not in this exhibition, it sits at home offering a dual memory: a
memento of a daughter for a mum, and for when Jasmine visits, a treasured memory of Frank.

And there are Frank's lyrics to Urban Spaceman scrawled onto a column in playful blue and red,
a 3D warning sign declaring “bobbins”, Adrian Brown's head and scarf combo, David Brownlee's
provocative tranny pose and Paul McCaul's 3D display with glasses. And so much more.

Then, the jewel in the crown, or to bring the metaphor to Frank's level, the hula hoop crisp in the
party hat.
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Frank's partner Gemma Woods made a Frank Sidebottom pumpkin that she then tried to sell onebay to raise money for a cancer charity. The buyer refused to accept the pumpkin, because allshe wanted was to donate in Frank's memory. The pumpkin ended up here, melting andbleeding yellow goo under the hot lights, delightful in its bizarreness.It has become an unexpected metaphor for Gemma's loss, and because it's six weeks old at thetime of writing this piece, I have no idea what you'll see by the time you get to the exhibition.Now, that's art.Every exhibit has a story, as we all had with Sidebottom. I last met him in TV21 where he playeda video that was impossible to follow because the projection was stupidly small andupside-down. It summed up Frank's talents for silliness. Maybe for the exhibition, I could havedonated a photo of me and him standing next to the bar, the picture hopelessly blurred anduseless, as my own tribute to Frank's obtuse nature.And that's what's missing from this exhibition: there are stories to be told here, but we don't getto hear them.One of the pieces is a video of Mr S coming round to a nine-year-old boy's house for hisbirthday. It's touching because it carries a typed explanation of how it happened and how itmade the family feel. Many of the other exhibits are lost because they need a similar narrative.What's Kevin Bradshaw triptych about? Who is the chubby Frank wandering around the room?What are the editing notes on Matt Robert's donated diary page? How did Stephen Nuttall'sgangly ET come about and is it meant to be Frank?However, it seems almost arrogant to demand an explanation from something about FrankSidebottom. Did Frank explain himself when he led a sing-song in a Timperley chippy? Did heexplain why he turned up on Smiths drummer Mike Joyce's doorstep to spend all nightdrumming in his basement? Maybe we should simply marvel in bemused amusement.This exhibition has become part of my Frank story. I hope it makes its way to Timperley orManchester city centre, because anything that keeps Frank in the public consciousness canonly help his family and friends achieve their plans for a permanent statue in his home town.That truly would be fantastic.Frankophilia!  runs at the Chapman Gallery at Salford University until Saturday December 18th.It is free, and opening hours are Wednesday to Saturday between 12.00pm and 5.00pm.
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